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China Airlines Inaugurates Their Service
between Prague and Taipei

More

On 19 July, the inaugural China Airlines flight from Prague to Taipei took place. The
aircraft landed in Prague after a thirteen-hour journey that had started in the Taiwanese
capital the day before. The celebrations were attended by Mr. Kao Cheng Hwang, China
Airlines President, Prague Airport CEO Mr. Jiří Pos and numerous distinguished guests
from the airline, Prague City Hall, Taipei Economic and Cultural Office and other partners.
China Airline now flies from Prague to Taipei with their Airbus A350-900 for 306
passengers twice a week, every Wednesday and Sunday.

Another Brand New Destination From Prague: Agadir
Eurowings will start operating flights from Prague to Al Massira Airport in the major
Moroccan seaside city of Agadir. This brand new destination will be served up to twice a
week with an Airbus A320 starting 1st November 2023.
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Prague Airport Becomes Member of TIACA
We are delighted to announce that Prague Airport has become a member of the
International Air Cargo Association. The association groups various subjects across the air
cargo segment, e.g. consignors, freight forwarders, airports, airlines, sales agencies or IT
solutions suppliers. The aim of TIACA is to unite the various industry players to achieve
common goals and support joint development and Innovation.

Vueling Inaugural Flight from Prague to Bilbao
On 2 July, Vueling inaugurated their new route to Bilbao, which is now available with a
direct flight from Prague every Wednesday and Sunday. This new addition is being
operated by their A320 with a capacity of 180 passengers and is the airline’s third
destination from Prague.

Prague – Sevilla Inaugurated by Ryanair
At the very beginning of July, a celebration of yet another new destination available from
Prague Airport took place during the official launch of the new Ryanair service from
Prague to Sevilla. Sevilla is Ryanair’s fourth new route from Prague this summer season
after Rimini and Gdańsk, which were inaugurated back in March, and Skiathos, which
started operating in June.
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